Honda rebel cylinder head
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accept the use of these cookies. I accept More infos The Rebel sports an engine that redefines
what a modern cruiser can and should be. The parallel-twin design is narrow, and delivers
torque everywhere from idle to redline. But the engine also benefits from superior performance,
thanks to the entire cylinder-head layout. Most twins use a degree crank. One cylinder produces
slightly more power below rpm, and the other more above rpm. Want to kick back and cruise on
the open road all weekend long? No problem! First, you get four levels of Honda Selectable
Torque Control. You can let it shift for you, or paddle shifters in the manual mode give you full
control. The Rebel features a conventional six-speed manual gearbox with a handlebar-mounted
clutch lever. The result: we can mount the engine solidly for superior strength and handling.
You get a superior ride, yet the engine still produces a pulsing beat you both hear and feel. The
trellis design describes a bold diagonal theme line from the steering head to the swingarm
pivot. Cast wheels front and rear are light, practical, easy to keep clean, and give the Rebel a
look that tells you this is not built like a retro machine. The wide rims and tires add to the bike's
appearance, too. The Rebel features a radially mounted front-brake caliper for powerful
stopping performance. The radial-mount design also helps make it stiffer, increasing brake feel
and control, and grips a single, massive mm disc. The system lets you dial in three levels of
wheelie control. Some other cruisers may be low-tech, but not the Rebel And it looks tough, too.
Our family of Rebels are blank canvases for your self expression. As is, its blacked-out engine
pieces, frame, fork and bodywork elements look great during the day and even better at night.
We even black-plated the final-drive chain! And maybe the biggest plus? The awesome sound
that's so important to the riding experience. The instruments include a speedometer,
tachometer, gear-position indicator, a fuel-indicator, engine output mode, torque control level,
engine braking mode and much more. Another critical item in motorcycle design is the
headlight. With the Rebel you get the best of both worlds. The LED lamp is bright and precise,
while the round, three-inch nacelle shape gives the Rebel a character that exudes class. LEDs
can be lighter, brighter, and require fewer lifetime replacements than incandescent bulbs. Trick
question! One of the key items in motorcycle design is the fuel tank. Holding a generous 3. It
also lets the same switch unlock the three-liter underseat storage compartment for extra
convenience. Ready for some awesome color choices for ? Real steel never goes out of style.
The Rebel has steel fenders front and rear. Of course the front suspension offers precise
steering and a plush ride, but the fat 43mm fork tubes give the bike a substantial presence too,
and a special titanium oxide finish on the fork tubes maintain the rich blackout look. Because
we build the Rebel for serious canyon rides as well as laid-back cruising, we gave it a pair of
nitrogen-filled remote-reservoir shocks, and equipped them with a special spring rate too. Just
like the front suspension, it's about adding both comfort and performance to your riding
experience. Want to give your Rebel some individual touches? We have an extensive selection
of Honda accessories. For example, there are several seat options, including two with brown
upholstery. Carrying a passenger? Other popular items include saddlebags, rear carrier, and
windscreenâ€”almost 30 items in all. When it comes to cruisers and seat heights, almost
everyone likes them lower. At just Weighing just pounds with a full tank of fuel manual

transmission model , the Rebel is close to 80 pounds lighter than some of its competition. That
makes it easier to handle and a lot more fun and friendly to ride than some heavier machines.
The light overall weight and a low center of gravity help performance, too. Plus, the Rebel fits a
wide variety of riders. A rider makes contact with the bike at three points: the seat, the
handlebar, and the footpegs. Travelling light and on your own? Want to take a friend along?
Like the clean look of a solo seat? Like the versatility of a passenger seat? With the Rebel you
can easily have it both ways, since the removable seat rails, optional passenger seat, passenger
footpegs and footpeg hangers are all simple, bolt-on parts. American Honda Motor Co. Thank
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cookies. I accept More infos Specifications subject to change without notice. Honda's fuel
economy estimates are based on EPA exhaust emission measurement test procedures and are
intended for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you
ride, how you maintain your vehicle, weather, road conditions, tire pressure, installation of
accessories, cargo, rider and passenger weight, and other factors. Visit powersports. The New
Rebel Chill. And Thrill. Honda's new Rebel is going to change the way you think about cruisers.
Sure, it has the low seat height, twin-cylinder engine and relaxed riding position that make
cruiser-class machines so timelessly popular. But it also has something most cruisers lack:
genuine arm-straightening performance, and a chassis and suspension that let you dial up the
pace when the road gets twisty. Plus, since the Rebel out performs just about any cruiser, we
didn't fall into the trap of just making it look like grandpa's sled either. Forget the
chrome-and-fringe bling: this Rebel is a whole new take on how a cruiser should look. Every
one comes equipped with our anti-lock brake system and cruise control. You can choose
between our revolutionary automatic DCT transmission or a conventional six-speed manual.
Ride it on the weekends. Ride it at night. On the boulevard or in the canyons. Dress it up or
dress it down with our extensive line of Honda accessories. The new Rebel can do it allâ€”and
you'll have a blast doing it. Toggle navigation. New Vehicles. View All Vehicles. Street Bikes
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what you're looking for and one of our knowledgeable team members will contact you with more
information. Hours Mon: Closed. Tue - Fri: a. Sat: a. Contact Us This is not an offer for credit
and should be used for estimation purposes only based on the information you provided. You
should not base your decision on this estimate alone. Title, registration, tax and other fees, and
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suspension that let you dial up the pace when the road gets twisty. Forget the
chrome-and-fringe bling: this Rebel is a whole new take on how a cruiser should look. Every
one comes equipped with our anti-lock brake system and cruise control. You can choose
Revolutionary automatic DCT transmissionl. Ride it on the weekends. Ride it at night. On the
boulevard or in the canyons. Dress it up or dress it down with our extensive line of Honda
accessories. Call Now. Get Price Alert! Request More Information. Subscribe to newsletter?
Apply for Financing. Your down payment cannot be greater than the price. Submit Close. Stock
Number. Model Type. Model Code. Metallic Black. At just Plus, the Rebel fits a wide variety of
riders. Want to kick back and cruise on the open road all weekend long? No problem! First, you
get four levels of Honda Selectable Torque Control. You can let it shift for you, or paddle
shifters in the manual mode give you full control. The result: we can mount the engine solidly

for superior strength and handling. You get a superior ride, yet the engine still produces a
pulsing beat you both hear and feel. Compared with a similar lead-acid battery, it lasts
approximately four times longer, and its shelf life is 1. The trellis design describes a bold
diagonal theme line from the steering head to the swingarm pivot. The wide rims and tires add
to the bike's appearance, too. The radial-mount design also helps make it stiffer, increasing
brake feel and control, and grips a single, massive mm disc. The system lets you dial in three
levels of wheelie control. Some other cruisers may be low-tech, but not the Rebel And it looks
tough, too. The parallel-twin design is narrow, and delivers torque everywhere from idle to
redline. But the engine also benefits from superior performance, thanks to the entire
cylinder-head layout. One cylinder produces slightly more power below rpm, and the other more
above rpm. As is, its blacked-out engine pieces, frame, fork and bodywork elements look great
during the day and even better at night. We even black-plated the final-drive chain! And maybe
the biggest plus? The awesome sound that's so important to the riding experience. The
instruments include a speedometer, tachometer, gear-position indicator, a fuel-indicator, engine
output mode, torque control level, engine braking mode and much more. With the Rebel you get
the best of both worlds. The LED lamp is bright and precise, while the round, three-inch nacelle
shape gives the Rebel a character that exudes class. LEDs can be lighter, brighter, and require
fewer lifetime replacements than incandescent bulbs.
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Trick question! Holding a generous 3. It also lets the same switch unlock the three-liter
underseat storage compartment for extra convenience. The Rebel has steel fenders front and
rear. Of course the front suspension offers precise steering and a plush ride, but the fat 43mm
fork tubes give the bike a substantial presence too, and a special titanium oxide finish on the
fork tubes maintain the rich blackout look. Just like the front suspension, it's about adding both
comfort and performance to your riding experience. General Information Manufacturer. Model
Year. Curb - lb. Includes all standard equipment, required fluids and a full tank of fuelâ€”ready
to ride. Seat Height. Final Drive. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Fuel System. Meets current
CARB standards and may differ slightly due to emissions equipment. Fuel Capacity. Front
Suspension. Rear Suspension. Additional Colors. Metallic Black Bordeaux Red Metallic. One
Year, Transferable, unlimited-mileage limited. See More Details.

